
Friday Night Volunteer Duties 

 

CUTTING FRENCH FRIES! (Friday Morning Home Games) Arrive around 7:45 am. Mr. Hiravi should have 

door #3 to the field house open. The key to the shed is hanging on a lanyard inside the door on a light 

switch box. You'll need the hose, potatoes, potato cutter and white food grade cans from the shed. The 

“key” to the water outlet is on the light switch box, it's kinda like a Allen wrench. Cut out imperfections 

and cut fries into cans. Fill with water leaving enough space on top to place a bag or two of ice on it. (ice 

machine is the smaller one outside to your right)  Cover with lid and roll into the concession stand. Lock 

door before leaving. Potatoes are delivered per game. Cut all bags in the shed. 

CONCESSION STAND Arrive before 6pm and as early as 4pm.  

• Food Handlers – Please wear your hair back and food grade gloves (in the stand) while handling 

food. At the end of the night, wipe all counters down and do the dishes before leaving. There 

should be no more than 7 people in the back. 3 on fries and fried food, 2 on sausages, hotdogs 

and soup, and 2 for pretzels, and hot drinks.  

•  Money Handlers – There should be 2 people at every window for a total of 8 people up front. 

Calculators are available to help with orders. Honesty and accuracy is expected! Before leaving 

counters should be wiped down and drinks restocked.  

• Soda and Candy – Set up a separate stand outside the concession stand. This is an excellent job 

for those who have younger kiddos that can either stay at the table with them or if you need 

more visibility to see them.  

Per district rules, your children are not allowed in the stand. Please adhere to this. 

BUS CHAPERONES: Arrive with your child. In the band room, get the clipboard with the bus roster and 

med box for your bus. Spread yourself out among the buses, you're not being assigned a bus. Roll call 

must be taken prior to the bus moving every time – all students must be accounted for. Children not 

riding the bus home MUST have THEIR parent sign them out after a game AND Mr. Hiravi must know. 

Boyfriends/girlfriends CANNOT sign out the students.  Keep the kids accountable for a clean bus and 

check it at the end of the night. Please report any abusive or inappropriate behavior to Mr. Hiravi. Sit 

close to the band and assist in any way.  

Per district rules, Siblings and non-band members are not allowed to ride the bus.  


